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UNIQUE SCIENCE EXPEDITION LEADING TO POSSIBLE PROTECTION OF THE WHITE SHARK CAFÉ EMBARKS THIS
WEEK
Schmidt Ocean Institute’s research vessel Falkor sets sail on a first-of-its-kind expedition April 20th carrying a multidisciplinary team of scientists seeking to unravel the mysteries of the White Shark Café, recognized in a 2016
UNESCO/IUCN report as a potential World Heritage site, recognizing the unique importance of this region for white
shark biology

HONOLULU, HAWAII – White sharks are found all over the globe, but are most known from the coastal waters
they inhabit, near seal colonies where they forage as adults. Over the past two decades it has become clear that
white sharks in the Northeastern Pacific have a mysterious offshore lifestyle, too. Once thought to live exclusively
near shore, white sharks carrying satellite tracking tags have demonstrated that they travel offshore for up to six
months of the year, to regions far from land, where there is less food.
Dr. Barbara Block, Stanford University, and her team have been studying the population of white sharks found off
the California coast for over two decades. Their research, which uses a variety of electronic tracking tags, has
pinpointed a region of the Pacific Ocean about half-way between Hawaii and Mexico’s Baja Peninsula that sharks
visit regularly. The Stanford team, along with marine biologists and oceanographers from the Monterey Bay
Aquarium, the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI), the University of Delaware, and the NOAA
Office of Exploration will embark on a month-long investigation, using sophisticated oceanographic techniques
and equipment – including underwater robots – in an effort to learn what draws the sharks to these seemingly
inhospitable waters.
They will document the physical and biological characteristics of the White Shark Café using SuBastian, a 4,500 m
capable remotely operated vehicle; a free-swimming, torpedo-shaped robot called a Slocum Glider; and two windpowered Saildrones. The group will also use environmental DNA technology to help identify the community of
animals using these waters. “We’ve studied these sharks for nearly 20 years, and they’ve told us consistently that
the White Shark Café is a really important place in the ocean – but we’ve never known why,” said Dr. Salvador
Jorgensen, a senior research scientist and shark research lead at Monterey Bay Aquarium.
To find the exact location of individual sharks, researchers will rely on data provided by the satellite and acoustic
tags previously placed on the white sharks during the late fall of 2017 and winter of 2018 off the California coast.
The tags are programmed to release from the sharks and report their locations at the café beginning April 23rd.
The Saildrones and Slocum Glider carry specially designed acoustic listening devices to hear the coded “pings”
emitted by acoustic tags on white sharks. The satellite tags also provide environmental data like preferred water
temperatures and swimming depths. “Using the tools of modern oceanographic science we hope to better
understand what makes this high seas place so attractive to one of the most iconic shark species on our planet,”
said Block. “By integrating all of the data collected we hope to generate a better understanding of the Café
environment and linkages to the midwater environs teeming with life.”
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Documenting biology, chemistry and physical conditions throughout the entire region – a section of the Pacific
Ocean the size of Colorado – the researchers hope to better understand how and why this oceanic region serves
as an annual hot spot for white sharks in oceanic habitats.
You can learn more at https://schmidtocean.org/cruise/voyage-white-shark-cafe/.
Learn more about the White Shark Café science team here.
High resolution images and Broll of research vessel Falkor can be found HERE.
###

PRESS INTERVIEWS
Thursday April 19th at 11:00 am HST/ 2:00 pm PST
A special opportunity to connect with the White Shark Café Chief Scientist Dr. Barbara
Block, Stanford University, and the rest of the science team will be made before they
embark on their expedition. Video conferencing interviews from R/V Falkor will be
available, please email cwiener@schmidtocean.org or contact (808) 628-8666 for the
link.

